ORDER

Subject: Transfer of AGM/DE of Telecom Operation Stream - Cancellation thereof.

In supersession to all earlier orders, the transfer of Shri Gunasekaran T. (Staff No. 33086/HRMS No 19840084) AGM/DE presently working in Tamil Nadu Telecom Circle and under order of transfer to West Bengal Telecom Circle stands CANCELLED with immediate effect and until further order.

2. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

(P. S. V. Rama Rao)
Assistant General Manager (Pers.I)
Tele.: 011-23037237
FAX: 011-23734153

To

1. CGM(s) TN/WB Circle for information.
2. Officer concerned /CAO(s) concerned (Through CGM).

Copy to:

2. CS to Director (HR), BSNL New Delhi
5. BSNL Intranet.

[Satish Kumar]
Deputy Manager-III (Pers.I)